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Abstract 
Bouajjani, A., J.-C. Fernandez, N. Halbwachs, P. Raymond and C. Ratel, Minimal state graph 
generation, Science of Computer Programming 18 (1992) 247-269. 
We address the problem of generating a minimal state graph from a program, without building 
the whole state graph. Minimality is considered here with respect to bisimulation. A generation 
algorithm is derived and illustrated. Applications concern program verification and control 
synthesis in reactive program compilation. 
1. Introduction 
This paper concerns the problem of explicitly building a state graph from a 
program, a formula or any implicit expression of a transition system. Such state 
graphs are used in program verification (“model checking” [7,14], behavioral 
equivalence [ 121) and compiling (control structure synthesis [ 1,6]). 
A crucial problem with state graph generation is the size of the graph, which can 
be prohibitive. This size can be large not only because of the intrinsic complexity 
of the program, but also because the graph contains a lot of states which are in 
some sense equivalent. Of course, the proliferation of equivalent states increases 
the number of states, but its consequences are even worse concerning the number 
of transitions: if any state has n equivalent copies, the number of transitions can 
be multiplied by n’. 
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To explain the problem, let us give a very simple example, which will be considered 
throughout the paper. The following program could be a boolean abstraction of a 
more realistic program: 
x := true; y := false; w := true; read(a); 
loop 
write(x or y); 
z := y; y := (x and w) or a; 
x := not z; w := (not w and x) or y; read(a); 
end; 
Now, assume we want to prove some property about the output of this program 
(e.g., the temporal formula 01(x v _Y)). We consider the program as a transition 
system, whose states are the values of the variables when the output is written. The 
standard model checking procedure consists of building first the state graph of this 
transition system: There are four initial states, depending on the initial values of a 
and z: 
40=(x.Pzwa), q,=(xyzwa), 
q2=(xjzwti), q3=(xj2wti). 
These states, in which x v y is true, can lead to two other states: 
q‘$=(xyF@a), q,=(xyZ@Li). 
Continuing the simulation, we get a graph with 10 states and 20 transitions, 
represented by Fig. 1. In two of these states (filled in grey on the figure), x v y is 
false. The point is that, as we are only interested in the value of xv y, we could 
have considered only a graph with 5 states and 7 transitions (represented by Fig. 
2), which is equivalent to the former with respect to that value-in the sense that 
Fig. 1. The complete state graph of the example. 
a 
Fig. 2. The minimal state graph of the example 
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any property involving only x v y is true on one graph if and only if it is true on 
the other. 
Some solutions have been given to this problem, by applying reduction algorithms 
[9, 11, 131. However, these algorithms can only be applied once the graph has been 
entirely generated. It is often the case that a tremendous amount of time and memory 
is necessary to generate a graph, which afterward reduces to a very simple one. It 
even happens that an infinite graph reduces to a finite one. So, it would be interesting 
to reduce the graph during the generation, on one hand to improve the performance 
of the generation, and on the other hand, to allow finite state graph generation from 
infinite systems. 
This paper presents and illustrates an algorithm performing this task, when the 
equivalence considered on states is a bisimulation. The basis of our algorithm is 
twofold: 
l It combines the construction of the graph of accessible states with its reduction 
by bisimulation. The termination of the algorithm imposes that the quotient of 
the whole space of (accessible and inaccessible) states by the bisimulation be 
finite. 
l It considers state classes instead of states. For this purpose, a formal calculus 
over state classes is needed. 
A typical case where the algorithm works well is when the state space is a boolean 
space {true, fake}“. Then the termination condition is obviously satisfied, and state 
classes may be handled as boolean formulas. 
A first version of the algorithm has been published in [3]. In this paper, it will 
be formally derived from a fixpoint characterization. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the theoretical framework 
of the problem; it shows that we have to combine the computations of a least 
fixpoint-the set of accessible states-and a greatest fixpoint-the bisimulation. 
From this formal setting, the algorithm is derived in Section 3. It is illustrated by 
an example in Section 4. In conclusion, we shall give some experimental results 
about the implementation of the algorithm, which has been inserted in the new 
compiler of the language LUSTRE [lo]. All the proofs are given in Appendix A. 
2. Theoretical framework 
2.1. Transition systems 
In the following, we consider a transition system: Y = (0, -+, qinl~), where Q is a 
set of states, + c Q x Q is a transition relation, and qinit is the initial state. 
The pre- and post-condition functions, from 2Q to 2’ are defined as usual: 
pre(X) ={q~ Q13q’~ X such that q+ q’}, 
post(X)={qEQ13q’EX such that q’-q} 
Transition systems are generally represented implicitly, for instance by programs. 
We shall call a state graph of 9 any explicit representation of 9. For instance, the 
“program” 
n := 0; loop n := n+l end 
represents the transition system, whose states are memories M t ({n} HZ), whose 
initial state is [O/n] (the function associating 0 with n) and whose transition relation 
is the function AM.M[(M(n)+ 1)/n]. Its (infinite) state graph is [O/n]+ [l/n]+ 
[2/n] + . . . 
2.2. Partitions, partial partitions 
Throughout the paper, we consider partitions of non-empty subsets of Q instead 
of equivalence relations on Q. Moreover, we are only interested in partial partitions 
containing accessible classes (a class is accessible if it contains an accessible state, 
see Definition 2.1). Let .C? be the set of sets of pairwise disjoint non-empty subsets 
of Q or partial partitions of Q: 
.P={7rc_2QIvX,YE rr,X,Y#@andXnY#(b+X=Y}. 
rr E 9’ is a partition if and only if it covers Q (Q = U {X 1 X E r}). 
In the remainder of the paper, X, Y, 2, T, . . will be metavariables for subsets of 
Q, rr for partial partitions on Q and p for partitions or partial partitions on Q. 
We consider two orders: 
l the usual inclusion relations over 2’ and 22v, which make them complete 
lattices, with usual least upper bound (u) and greatest lower bound (n) 
operators; 
l the refinement relation, noted E, over 9: 
rr c rr’ iff VX E r. 3X’ E ?r’ such that X c X’. 
With the latter order, 9 is a complete lattice, with greatest lower bound operator 
fl and least upper bound operator Ll, defined as follows: 
nz-,={ Tflll T=nXg and X,E~I,~, 
I I 
with the infimum $3 and supremum {Q}. Notice that the sublattice of partitions is 
also a complete lattice with this order, but with infimum ((4) 1 q E Q}. 
We denote by [q],, the class of the partial partition 7~ containing the state q, if 
such a class exists. Let pre, and post, denote the pre- and post-condition functions 
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corresponding to a partial partition rr; these functions are overloaded: 
l From 2Q to 9: 
PrcS,(X) = {[ql, I4 Ew(X)), 
PWAX) = {[SIT I4 E post(X)>; 
l From9to9’: 
Pre,(n’) = U bdx) IX E 4, 
post,(T’) = U {postJX) 1x E Tr’}. 
2.3. Accessible states and bisimulations 
Let F be a monotonic total function, either from 2Q to 2Q or from 2*’ to 2*’ and 
let G be a monotonic total function from 9’ to CJ’. We denote by 
l PV. F( CT) the least fixpoint of F with respect to the ordering c ; 
l v~.G(rr) the greatest fixpoint of G with respect to the ordering c . 
Definition 2.1 (Accessibility). A state q is accessible in Y if and only if either q = qin,l 
or there exist q,, qr, . , q,, in Q, such that 
With the above notations, the set Act,, of accessible states of Y is 
More generally, if X and X’ belong to a partial partition rr, X’ is said to be 
directly x-accessible from X (noted X 4 X’) iff there exists q E X, q’ E X’, such 
that q+ q’. rr-accessibility is defined to be the transitive closure of that direct 
rr-accessibility. We define ACC(T) to be the set of classes which are rr-accessible 
from [ qi”,,];i. We have 
Notice that the fact that a set X belongs to ACC(CT) does not mean that X contains 
an accessible state. 
Definition 2.2 (Splitting). We define a hierarchy of (overloaded) splitting functions: 
l From 2Q x 2O to 9: 
VX,YE2Q, split(X,Y)={Xnpre(Y)}u{X\pre(Y)}. 
In other words, this function splits its first argument into the set of states which 
respectively can or cannot lead to the second argument. 
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l From 2’~6 to .9: 
VxE2o,Q~E~, spk(X, 7-r) = n {split(X, Y) 1 YE V}. 
l From C?‘x9 to 9’: 
Qn-,7r1E P, splif(~,~‘)=U{splir(X,~‘)IXE~}. 
Definition 2.3 (Stability). X (respectively n’) is said to be stable with respect to r, 
if and only if {X} = split(X, r) (respectively n-l= splif(&, 7~)). A partition p is a 
bisimulation if and only if it is stable with respect to itself. By extension, a partial 
partition rr is a bisimulation if and only if it is stable with respect to itself and if 
all accessible states belong to a class of r, i.e. Acc,,~ U {X/X E r}. The greatest 
bisimulation refining a given partition ,Q,,,~ is the greatest fixpoint (with respect 
to C) of the function Ap.(pin,,fl split(p, p)). 
The reduction of a transition system Y = (0, +, qi,,i,) according to a bisimulation 
z- of Q, is the transition system Y/r = {r, %, [qinit]v}, where 
l [qi,,,,], is the class of the initial state in n; 
l X~Yifandonlyif3q~X,q’~Ysuchthatq+q’. 
Let us state some useful properties of split: 
Proposition 2.4 (Properties of split). 
(1) spWp, P)~P. 
(2) PICPZ * spW,, p)cspWp,, PI. 
(3) PICPZ * .W(p,, p,)[=splitb, ~4. 
(4) PI rpr =+ Mr(Acc(p,), p,)~split(Acc(pd, pd. 
2.4. Reduction of a transition system 
Our problem of explicit generation of the minimal transition system of Sq with 
respect to the greatest bisimulation included in a given equivalence P,nit, may be 
solved by two different strategies. For each of them, we propose a set of equations 
and the method for solving it. 
Strategy 1 (Accessible states jbllowed by refinement). Let 
Gl = A (P, ~).h,,,n sPWp n rTT, P n TTT)). 
F, is monotonic on 2’. An.G,(p, rr) is monotonic on .oP from Proposition 2.4(3). 
The first strategy consists of computing first the set of accessible states of 9’, that 
is the least fixpoint Act,,= pX.F,(X) in the lattice 2’. Then, this set is refined 
according to the greatest bisimulation included in Pi,,,r, i.e., the greatest fixpoint 
K-= v~.G,({Acc,,}, T) is computed in 9’. The result is the quotient of .Y by the 
greatest bisimulation included in pinlt. This is the classical method, which leads to 
state explosion if Act,) is generated by enumeration. 
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Strategy 2 (Refinement followed by accessible classes). Let 
G2 = Ap.(pinitn splir(p, P)), 
G, is monotonic on p from Proposition 2.4( 1). hz-.F?(r, p) is monotonic on 2”. 
The second strategy consists of refining first the whole set of states, without regards 
to accessibility, i.e., the greatest fixpoint p = vp.G2(p) is computed first in 9’. Then, 
the set of accessible classes, i.e., the least fixpoint Act(p) = pr.F2( TT, p) is computed 
in the lattice 2”. So, the quotient Q/P of the whole set of states by the bisimulation 
is computed first, and then the set Act(p) of accessible states of the quotient system 
Y/p is explored. Here, the drawback is that the bisimulation is uselessly built over 
unaccessible states. 
So, it is interesting to look for intermediate methods, combining the exploration 
of accessible states or classes with the computation of the bisimulation. First notice 
that the problem is not trivial, since we have to combine the computation of least 
and greatest fixpoints. In the following section, we shall describe an algorithm, 
derived from Strategy 2. 
We first state that both strategies lead to the same graph, as far as accessible 
states are concerned: 
Definition 2.5. Let 9 = (Q, +, qini,) and Y’ = (Q’, +‘, qi,,,) be two transition systems, 
Act,, and Act:,, be their respective sets of accessible states. 9 and 9’ are said to be 
isomorphic if and only if there exists a bijection f from Act,, to Act,, such that 
f(qinit) = qlnit and qr+ q7 @ f(qr) +‘f(qJ. 
Proposition 2.6. Let fi= VTT.G,({ACC~,}, 7~) and p = vp.GZ(p). The two transition 
systems 
9, = (ff, -‘, [qinitI+) and yzp7= (ACC(D), s, LqinitIp) 
are isomorphic. 
This proposition results from the three following lemmas: 
Lemma 2.7. If p, and pz are two bisimulations on Q such that 
PI n{Acc,J = pzn {AccJ, 
then Y/p, and Y/p2 are isomorphic. 
Lemma 2.8. The two following partitions oj’Acc,, are equal: 
A = {Acc,ln vp.G,({Acc,J, P), 
B = {Acc,}~ vp.G?(p). 
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Lemma 2.9. 
(1) Forany7r,pEP, 
{Acc,,}nsplit(~, p) = split({Acc,}n v, p). 
(2) For any T, p E 9, 
split({Acc,,}n T, p) = split({Acc,}n T, {Acc,,}np). 
3. Generation algorithm 
In this section, we shall derive a generation algorithm based on the “stepwise 
refinement on accessible classes” strategy described below, which is an intermediate 
method between the two previous ones. The idea is twofold: On one hand, we only 
need to refine accessible classes, and on the other hand, only accessible classes can 
involve such a refinement. 
3.1. Basic solution 
Strategy 3 (Stepwise rejinement on accessible classes). Let 
GJ=h(r, P).PinitnsPlit(r>P). 
G,(Acc(p), Act(p)) is monotonic in p by Proposition 2.4. The strategy consists in 
computing the greatest fixpoint vp.G,(Acc(p), Act(p)), in the lattice p. Given an 
initial partition, we compute the set of its accessible classes, and then we apply one 
step of refinement of this set with respect to itself, and so on, until all the classes 
are stable. Thus, vp.G,(Acc(p), Act(p)) is the limit of the sequence: 
PO = Pinit, P,?+I = PinntnsPlitCT,3, riT,), 
where 
rr,, = Acc(p,). 
The correctness of this strategy is expressed by the following proposition: 
Proposition 3.1. Let p’= ~p.(p,,~,flspfit(Acc(p), Act(p))). Then 
p’ = Acc(p’) = Act(p). 
The proof of this proposition is based on the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. For any p, 
(1) split(Acc(p), p) = split(Acc(p), Act(p)). 
(2) Acc(pi,i,n split(p, ~1) = Acc(pinitn sp~it(Acc(p), ~1). 
We can derive a naive algorithm for computing the limit p’: 
~=pinit; ~=Acc(P); 
while p # split( n, T) do 
p = split( 5-, T); 
T = Act(p); 
od 
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3.2. Optimizations 
The algorithm derived so far presents some obvious weaknesses: 
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At each step, the whole set of accessible classes is computed again. In the 
following, we shall try to compute 7~,,+, by updating v,,. 
In the same way, p,,+, can be derived from p,, without considering again all of 
its classes. When a class X is split during the computation of pn, one can 
remember that its predecessors are likely to be split at the next step. 
The fact that a class belongs to Acc(p,,) does not imply that it contains an 
accessible state. As a consequence, it may happen that a class is uselessly 
considered and split. 
Let us consider the elementary split operation applied in updating the partition: 
Given a partition p and a set 7r of accessible classes of p, each class X in n is 
replaced by split(X, p). Now, two cases can occur: 
(1) 
(2) 
X is effectively split into several subclasses. Then, for deciding which of these 
subclasses remain accessible, we have to examine the predecessor classes of 
X. On the other hand, these predecessors are precisely the classes which may 
have to be split at the next step (in the sense of the fixpoint computation 
sequence) because of the splitting of X. So, we can first try to split the 
predecessor classes of X. 
X is stable with respect to p({X} = split(X, p)). Then, all the states in X lead 
exactly to the same classes in p. So, if X contains one accessible state 4, all 
the classes accessible from X are accessible from 4, and thus contain one 
accessible state. So, it is a good point to update the set n of accessible classes. 
The set (T of stable classes with respect to the current partition p is interesting 
not only for determining accessible classes. Accessible unstable classes (those in 
T\(T) are those which are likely to be split, and the knowledge of (T also provides 
a good termination criterion: when all accessible classes are stable, the generation 
is complete. A class enters o when it is found to be stable when trying to split it; 
it must be removed from u whenever one of its successor classes is split into several 
subclasses. 
Taking these remarks into account, let us define the sequence {p:}, {z-z} and {g,} 
as follows: 
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At each step, ~1 contains all the classes accessible from a class of a,,, which is 
the set of all the classes of rri which are stable with respect to pt. 
Proposition 3.3. [f rr: = CT,, then p: is the limit p” of the sequence {py} and Acc(p”) = p’. 
We get the following generation algorithm, which is exactly the one presented 
in [3], and which is proved correct in Appendix A. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(LO) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
P = Pinit; 7T = {[Sinitlp>; u = (i?; 
while r # u do 
choose X in ~\a; 
let += split(X, p); 
if rr’={X} then 
(T:= au{X}; %-:= ?i-uJIOSf,,(X); 
else 
7r := Tr\{X}; 
if 3 YE rr’ such that qinit E Y then n := rr u { Y}; 
(T := cJ\pre,, (X); 
p := (P\{W) u n’; 
fi 
od 
4. Example 
Let us come back to our example program: 
x := true; y := false; w := true; read(a); 
loop 
write(x or y); 
z := y; y := (x and w) or a; 
x := not Z; w := (not w and x) or y; read(a); 
end; 
We start with the initial partition: 
{(a, w, x, Y, z) Ix v Y = true), {(a, w,x,~~,z)~xvy=false}. 
In the following, classes are represented by their characteristic formulas. The initial 
partition will be noted: 
Pinit: cl = ix v yl> 
cz = (1x A 1y}. 
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Standard rules of weakest precondition provide the precondition of a class X, with 
respect to the body of the loop: 
pre(X) = (XJ a)[((- A x1 v .~)lwl[~zlxl~((x A w) v a)l~l[~lzl, 
where 
X1~=3a,,X[a,,/a]=X[fulse/a]v X[0~/a]. 
So, 
pre( C,) = {(x A w) v 7y v a}, 
The successive partitions built by the algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
Initial partition Result of step I Result of step z 
Result of step 3 Result of steps 4, 5, 6 Result of step 7 
Final result 
Fig. 3. The successive partitions built by the algorithm 
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Step 1. The only reachable class is C,, since x is initially true. For splitting, it 
we compute: 
C,r\pre(C,)={xr,(iyvwvu)v(y~u)}, 
C, A ipre( C,) = {(ix v 7~) A y A la} 
and 
C, A pre( C,) A pre( C,) =fulse, 
C, A pre( C,) A 7pre( C,) = C, A pre( C,), 
C,nipre(C,)~pre(C,)=C, r\ipre(C,), 
C, A 7pre( C,) A ipre( C,) =fulse. 
So, C, is split into: 
C,,={XA(T~V~VU)V(~AU)}, 
C,2 = {(1X V lw) A y A lU} 
and only C,, is accessible. We have: 
pre(C,,) = {(x A w) v 1~ v al, 
Pre(CIJ = {((x A WI v a) A Y>. 
Step 2. For splitting C,, , we compute: 
C,,hpre(C,,)={xA(iyvwva)v(y~u)}=C~~. 
So, C,, is split into: 
C,,,=C,,Apre(C,,)npre(C,,)=I((x~W)va)Ay}, 
C,,2=C11~pre(C,,)Aipre(C,,)={x~ly} 
and only C,,, is accessible. We have: 
pre(C,,,)={(xAw)vaI, 
pre(C,,,) = ((1x v 1w) A 1y A la}. 
Step 3. For splitting C, ,2, we compute: 
C,,2Apre(C,,,)Apre(C,,2)=false, 
C,,,APre(C,,,)~lPre(C,,,)=xAlyA(wva), 
C,,2Alpre(C,,,)Apre(C,,2)=XAlyAlWAlU, 
C,,z~ipre(C,,,)r\ipre(C,,,)=fulse. 
So, C,,, is split into: 
C -C,,2Apre(C,,,)Aipre(C,,2)=xhlyA(wvu), II21 - 
C -C,,2A7pre(C,,,)Apre(C,,,)=xAlyAlwAlu 1122 - 
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and only C,,,, is accessible. We have: 
p’e(C,,2,)= {(-lx v-lw) Aly Ala}, 
p’e(C,,22)= {1x Aly A w Ala}. 
Step 4. When considering C, ,>, , we find it stable, all of its states lead to C, ,, 
and only to C, 1,. So, C,,, becomes accessible. 
Step 5. C,, , is found stable, 
C,,,~pre(C,,,)Apre(C12). 
So, C,, becomes accessible. 
Step 6. In turn, C,z is found stable, all of its states leading to Cz, which becomes 
accessible. 
Step 7. Cz is split into: 
c*z = C2Apre(C,,z,) Apre(C,,&= {1x Aly Alu A w}, 
Cz3= C,Apre(C,,,,)Alpre(C,,22)={lXAlyAlU AlW}. 
So C,, is removed from stable classes. We have: 
pre( C,,) = pre( Cz3) = {(ix v iw) A y A ia}, 
pre( C,*) = false, 
which means that Czz is accessible from nowhere. 
Steps S-10. C,? is considered again, and found stable, all of its states leading to 
both Cz, and Cz3, which become accessible. Cz, and Cz3 are also found stable, 
respectively leading to C,,, and C,,2,. 
Since all accessible classes have been considered and found stable, the algorithm 
stops. Figure 4 shows the resulting graph, which is exactly the one considered in 
the Introduction (Fig. 2). 
This example shows several features of our algorithm: 
l In such a boolean case, the symbolic computation of classes is fully automatic. 
As a matter of fact, we have an implementation of the algorithm, which performs 
efficient boolean computations by means of “binary decision diagrams” [2,4]. 
-aI A ‘y A -a A 7w 
Fig. 4. The reduced graph of the example. 
l Only seven classes have been identified, and five accessible classes have been 
considered for splitting. However, the usual enumeration algorithm (Strategy 
1) builds a state graph with ten states shown in Fig. 1. 
l Compared with Strategy 2, notice that two classes (C, ,22 and CZ7) have not 
been considered for splitting, since they are not accessible from the initial state. 
In this example, these classes happen to be stable; however, in the general 
case, building the quotient of the whole set of states, without regards to 
accessibility, can give rise to many irrelevant classes. 
5. Conclusion 
We have formally derived an algorithm combining generation and reduction 
methods. In our opinion, this algorithm is interesting for program verification: a 
state graph with several thousand (or even infinitely many) states may be reduced 
to one with a small number of states by considering an equivalence relation. 
Applying our algorithm to program verification appears very close to what is now 
called “symbolic model checking” [5]. For instance, consider the problem of proving 
that a state property 4 is true in any accessible state of a transition system. Applying 
our algorithm to this problem consists in starting from the initial partition {4,14} 
(verifying that the initial states belong to 4), then refining the class 4 into (4 A 
pre(l4), 4 A lpre(l4)} (verifying that the initial states belong to 4 A lpre(l4)) 
and so on, until getting only one stable class which characterizes all the states which 
cannot lead to 14. So, if 4 is invariant, the resulting automation has only one state. 
In that case, the algorithm is exactly the backward construction of the “greatest 
invariant included in 4”. 
Concerning other applications, the algorithm has been implemented in the new 
version of the LUSTRE compiler [lo]. LCJSTRE [6] is a synchronous declarative 
language designed for programming reactive systems. Its compiler produces efficient 
code by synthesizing the control structure of the code as a finite automaton. Initially 
proposed for the ESTEREL language [I], this technique consists of an exhaustive 
enumeration of the states of boolean memories involved in a program. The first 
LUSTRE compiler performed this construction in a standard way, and often produced 
huge automata with many equivalent states (states with identical code). Our 
algorithm has been first designed in order to remedy this problem. 
Of course, one must be able to compute the function pre and intersections of 
classes, and to decide the inclusion of classes. Such a symbolic computation is 
achievable in the boolean case, with reasonable average cost, by means of Binary 
Decision Diagrams [4,8]. 
We have not presented complexity measures. In our opinion, a comparison of 
theoretical complexities would not be very meaningful, for the following reason: 
The main cost and the main gain of our method come from symbolic computations. 
In the worst case, a symbolic computation on a formula is as costly as the enumeration 
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of the set of states it characterizes. So, the main argument for our method concerns 
average performances, as for all symbolic methods using Binary Decision Diagrams. 
Let us give some experimental results about the use of the LUSTRE-V3 compiler: 
Considering the LUSTRE program corresponding to the simple example presented 
in Section 4, and a program implementing a digital watch-a very common example 
of reactive program-we give in Table 1: 
l the size of the state graph produced by the standard enumeration method, the 
time (on SUN4) for generating it, and the time for reducing it by means of 
ALDEBARAN [9]; 
l The size and generation time of the state graph when our method is used. 
Table 1 
Enumeration Minimization Minimal 
Simple example Number of states 10 5 
Number of transitions 20 7 
Generation time (sec.) 0.5 0.2 
Watch program Number of states 81 41 
Number of transitions 1163 342 
Generation time (sec.) 8.1 33.4 
graph 
generation 
5 
7 
0.5 
41 
342 
6.8 
Appendix A. Proofs 
Characterization of split 
We denote by X the complement of a subset X of Q: X = Q\X. Let us first give 
a characterization of split using a predicate transformer p= defined below, intro- 
duced in [15] and shown to be n-continuous (G(X) =pre(X)): 
@(X)={q~Q/Vq’.q+q’* q’EX}=pre(X). 
Lemma A.1. 
wWX P) 
T=Xn n pre(Y)n@ and vcpand T#@ 
Ye- 77 
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Proof. From the definition of split, we have: 
.Mj(X P) 
= Yv,, Mij(X Y) 
= ~~,ixnr,re(Y)}uiXnp^;r(Y)} 
= T T=Xn n pre(Y)n n p%(z) 
i I Yt Ti IC,‘\T 
and rr~p and T#(i? 
T=Xn n pre(Y)n@ 
Y i 77 
and asp and T#V) 
1 
(by continuity of px) 
and asp and T#d? 
T=Xn n pre(Y)nfi 
Y;n 
and rrsp and TZCI) 0 
From this lemma, we deduce: 
Corollary A.2. 
(1) vWr, PI 
andT#O . 
I 
(2) split(rr,u 7r2, p)=split(~,,p)uspfit(3~,,p). 
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. 
Part (1) is obvious. 
Part (2) is a direct consequence of Corollary A.2. 
We now prove part (3) of Proposition 2.4. Let X E split(p, , p,). Then, from Lemma 
A.1 above, there exists X, E p, and rr, c p1 such that 
X=X,n n pre(Y)nfi l.J Y . 
YE*, ( > Ytir, 
Let X2~ p2 and ?rzz pz such that 
X,cX, and v7T2={Y2EpZ]3Y,E7r, such that Y,G Yz}. 
Then 
z 
X,n n pre(Y)n@ IJ Y 
( )’ 
sX,n n pre(Y)njZ 
YE_, Yh VT, YFTI? ( > 
UY. 
YtVQ 
and Z E split(p,, p?). 
To prove part (4), we state that p,cpz 3 Acc(p,)cAcc(pz) and then apply part 
(3). If [q],,, exists and p, cpz, then [s],,? exists and [qlp, c [q],,?. Thus 
post,,(X)~p~~t,,~(X) and PO~,,(~)~POS$,~(~~ 
On the other hand, 
Act(p) = E*~.({[qi”i,l,,}upost,,(7T)). 
Thus, Acc(p,)c_Ac~(p~). Cl 
Proof of Lemma 2.7. Let us first point out that if p is a bisimulation, then X E Act(p) 
if and only if XflAcco# @. 
Let f = AX.[ X n Acco],+ .
f is a bijection from Acc(p,) to Acc(p,): Let X E Acc(p,). Then 
so X n Acc,e pzn{Acc,} and there exists one and only one YE p2 such that 
X n Acc,,~ Y. By symmetric reasoning, for all YE Acc(p,), there exists one 
and only one X E p, such that [X n Acc,lPL = Y. 
Obviously f([qinitlp,) =[qinitlp2. 
We show that f 0 post,,, c post,,z of, the reverse inclusion being obtained by 
symmetry. Let X E Acc(p,) and X’E post,,,(X). Let us show that ME 
pos&(f(X)). Since X E Acc(p,) and X’~posf,,,(X), there exists q E X n Acco 
and q’ E X’ such that q + q’. Since q is accessible, so is q’, and q’ E X’ n Act,. 
So, q’Ef(X’). On the other hand, since q E X n Act,,, q Ed and there exists 
Y~post,,(f(X)) such that q’c Y. So, q’E Ynf(X’), and f(X’)= YE 
P%‘Jf(X)). 0 
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Proof of Lemma 2.8. 
B = {Acc,ln vp.GJp) 
= {Accoln n G;({QI) 
I e-0 
= n ({Accoln G({Ql)) 
= n G({Accoln{Ql) 
since, from Lemma 2.9 
{Acc,In Go = Pinitn sPlit({AcC,,In P> iACC,,In P) 
= G({AccJn P) 
= vp.G,({Acc,}flp) 
= vp.pi”itn split({Acc,}n p, {Acco}llp) 
= ~P.G({A~GJ, P) 
= {Acc,}n up.G,({Acc,,}, p) = A. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. The proof is based on Corollary A.2: 
{ Act,} n split ( Tr, p ) 
rTTp c_ p and X E 7~ 
rrPsp and X~rr 
= X’n n pre(Y)n@ ~,,sp and X’Enn{Acc,,} 
Yc n,, 
= split({Acc,}n T, p), 
which proves part (1). For (2), we have 
spW{AccJn nTT, P)
Acc,,n X n n pre( Y) nfi ~,,pcp and XErr 
YETI,, 
Let us show 
= Ace,, n n pre(Y)np~ U Z , 
Yt Ti,,, l(AK,,) ZCT,,, ‘{A<<,,) > 
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which will provide the result. This is a consequence of the two following properties 
(A.l) and (A.2): 
(2) 
(cl 
(2) 
(cl 
Then 
Proof 
Act, n pre( Y) = Act, n pre( Y n Ace,). (A.1) 
Follows by monotonicity of pre. 
Let q E Acc,npre( Y). Then there exists q’E Y such that q + q’. Now, since 
q is accessible, so is q’, and q’E Y n Acco. Thus, q E Acc,npre( Y n Act,). 
Acc,,npT(Z) =Acc,,np?(ZnAcc,). (‘4.2) 
Follows by monotonicity of p%. 
Let q E Act,, n j%%(Z). Then for all q’ such that q + q’, q’E Z. Now, since q 
is accessible, so is q’, and q’E Z n Act,. Thus, q E Acc,,n p%(Z n Act,,). 
Acc,n n pre( Y) njiFi U Z 
YE n,s ( > =c-,, 
= Acc,n n pre( Y n Act,) n$% U Zn Act,, 
YET,> ( ZCTT,, ) 
= Act, n 
yCJAcq.Jpre(y)n* ( ” z . q Zc VT,,, IjAcr,,) > 
of Proposition 3.1. From the definition of the bisimulation as a greatest 
fixpoint, we have p = n {p,,}, where 
PO = Pinit > 
Pn+l =PinitnsP~ir(Pn, Pr7) 
= P” n sPWPn, Pn) 
= vWp,, P,). 
If Q/i is finite, the sequence {P,,},,>~ converges after a finite number of steps. 
Let us introduce the sequence {r,, = Acc(p,)}, which converges to Act(p). Now, 
p’= n {p;}, where 
I 
PO = Pinit, 
p;,, =p:,Flsplit(nTT:,, ST:,) &=Acc(p;). 
Let us show that, for any n 2 0, rr: = VT~. It is true for n = 0. Assume z-; = v,,, i.e., 
Acc(p,,) = Acc(pL). Then, 
ASP,+,) 
~A~~(pin~~~~P~~~(Pn~ Pn)) 
=Acc(pi”i,nsPlit(ACC(P,), Pn)) from Lemma 3.2(2) 
=Acc(pi,i,nsPlit(ACC(P,), ACC(Pn))) from Lemma 3.2( 1) 
= Acc(p,,i,n spWAcc(~L), ASP:,))) 
= Acc(pL+,). 
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We have Acc(pL)~ p:. Moreover, if PA+, =pL, then 
pL = spfit(Acc(p:,), Acc(pL))cAcc(pL), 
by Proposition 2.4( 1). Thus, pk = Acc(p:,). We have also pLt2 = pL+, = pk = p’. Thus, 
p’ = Acc(p’). Cl 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The proof of part (1) is very similar to that of Lemma 2.9(2). 
For part (2), let p1 =pi,i,fl.$if(p, p), and let 
Now, X E Acc(p,) implies that there exist X, E pinit, X2 E p, and X, E v such that 
X =X,nX,nX,. Since p,rp, then Acc(p,)~Acc(p). Moreover, Xg X2, X,E~ 
and X E Acc(p,). Thus, X, E Act(p). So, 
ASP,) 
= Acc({X, n XI n X3 I XI E pinit > X2 E P, X3 E ~1) 
= Acc({X, n &n Xx I Xl E pinit 3 Xz E Act(p), Xx E ~1) 
= Acc(pi,,,fl @t(Acc(p), p)). 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. The proof is based on the following properties: 
z-1 E Acc(p:). (A.31 
p;Lp:. (A.41 
TTT, ” = o;, =$J p:: = PI+, and v:+, = v,, = (T,,, (A.9 
nn M = u, + rr; = Acc(p:) = u,. (A.6) 
Let p” be the limit of {p:}. From properties (AS) and (A.6) and definitions of pi, 
we can deduce that Acc(p”) is a fixpoint of Gi. Since p’ is the greatest fixpoint of 
Gir we have: 
Acc(p’)~Acc(p”)cp’. 
On the other hand, Acc(p’) = p’, by Proposition 3.1. Thus, p’= Acc(p”). Let us now 
prove properties (A.4)-(A.6). The first property is a consequence of the definitions 
of sequences {p:}, {rf,} and {a,,}. 
Property (A.4). By induction on n: First, we have p[, = pg. Let us recall the 
definitions of p: and p:. 
P;+I = ~knvWAcc(~:,), Acc(pk)), 
pt+, =p~nsplir(r~\cT,, pz) u u,, u (pi\rl). 
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Assume that p’,~pt. We show that p)n+,~p~+, . We have: 
p;+, cp;n split(Acc(p;), Acc(p:)) 
(by monotonicity of Act and splir) 
= pill splir(Acc(pi), pz) 
(by Lemma 3.2(l)) 
=p~flsplit(~~~,p~)up~flsplif(Acc(p~)\n-i,pz) 
(by Corollary A.2(2)) 
since, 
split(Acc(p:)\~~;, p:) c split(Acc(p:), p:)\n:: 
and split(Acc(pI), pI)cpl. 
N = Pn+l 
since 
split(vri, pz) = spUt(vl\a,, p~)uspfit(a,, pi) 
= split(nz\a,, pi) u un. 
Property (AS). We have, pz+, = CT,, u (pz\rri) = pz. To prove the second part, we 
perform an induction on k: if pi+, = p: then 
h k 
VII+1 = =n 1 
a:,, = CT;. 
Property (A.6). If X E ~1, then X E (T,, and post,,;(X) G TX = CT,,. 0 
Proof of the algorithm. 
Partial correctness. Let p:, 7~: and I$ be sequences obtained after each step of 
iteration. We have: 
11, _ 
PO - Pinit 9 n;;’ = {[qinttlp’;;), a;= ) 0 
pF+, =p~\{X}usplit(X,p~), 
a:+, = if X = split( X, p:) then a: u {X) 
else cTr\pre,,;:( X), 
rr;+, = if X = splif (X, p:) then rrr u po~t,~$ X) 
else ?rr\{X} U pOSt,;:( qinil). 
Several sequences could be considered, corresponding to the choice of X (line (3) 
of the second algorithm). But we show they have the same limit, Acc(p”). Let p”’ 
be the limit of {pr}. The proof is based on the following properties (A.7)-(A.9): 
‘d{p:‘}.Vn.gk such that p’;r=py. (A.71 
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We perform an induction on n. We have p: = p;;‘. Let {p:“} be a sequence and let 
n, k such that p; c p: . We perform a refinement step of the algorithm. Let X E ~:\a,, . 
If X = split(X, pr), then pl;cpy+, else pz+, &py+, Finally, we can conclude that 
Acc(p”)cAcc(p”‘). 
Let X in rr. Then X E U, and post,,;:(X) c rn. Thus, all the accessible states are 
stable. 
p”’ is a fixpoint of Ap.G,(Acc(p), Act(p)), (A.9) 
It is a direct consequence of the previous property. Thus, Acc(p”‘)cAcc(p”), by 
Proposition 3.1. 
From (A.7)-(A.9) it follows that 
Acc(p”‘) = Acc(p”). 
Termination. From the assumption that Q/P is finite, it is obvious that p cannot 
be indefinitely refined. The termination follows. 0 
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